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Soviets Blame States for
Jet Downing Accident'
I

Ale~andria

King

Brian Restelli, a bio-medical engineering student, takes five from his'studies on a lazy
Labor Day afternoon. All University facilities were closed for the holiday.

ReBgan Demands Reparations
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Reagan demanded reparations
from the Soviet Union Monday for
"the Korean airline massacre,"
assailing the Kremlin's barbarism
and insisting it must answer "the
cries of humanity for justice.''
Calling the shooting down Thursday of the Korean Air Lines 747 with
269 people aboard a "murderous"
attack, Reagan made a dramatic bid
to rally international denunciation of
the Soviets and announced a series
of unilateral actions to pressure
Moscow to "tell the truth.''
In a nationally broadcast address,
a stem-faced Reagan scoffed at a
Soviet suggestion the jumbo jet was
blasted out the sky in a tragic case of
mistaken identity. He played tapes
of intercepted Soviet radio transmissions to bolster his case and para-

phrased the Russian dialogue.
There "was absolutely no justification, legal or moral," Reagan
said, for the Soviets to have shot
down the jetliner. He vowed, "This
crime against humanity must never
be forgotten."
As expected, the sanctions he detailed in the 19-minute speech were
modest, dealing with such things as
scientific and cultural exchanges.
Suspension of the new U.S./
U.S.S.R grain deal or other economic punishment had been ruled out
earlier, and Reagan said nuclear
arms negotiations would continue
because "we must not give up our
effort to reduce the arsenals of destructive weapons threatening the
world."
•'With our horror and anger, there
is a righteous and terrible anger. It

would be easy to think in terms of
vengeance, but that it not a proper
answer," Reagan said. "We want
justice and action to see that this
never happens again."
Reagan coupled his condemnation of the Soviets with pleas for
stronger U.S. defenses, urging Congress approve his military budget for
next year.
.
.
Speaking from the Oval Office,
Reagan noted pointedly, "Despite
the savagery of their crime, the universal reaction against it and the evidence of their complicity, the
Soviets still refuse to tell the truth."
Using tapes of intercepted radio
transmissions, Reagan scoffed at
Moscow's suggestion that Soviet
fighter pilots and their ground controllers mistook the jumbo jet for a

continued on page 9

BEF Takes 2-Day Retreat
By Eric Maddy
The executive secretary of the
state Board of Educational Finance
said Monday night he and his staff
would take a two·day retreat beginning today in Los Alamos.
•'The governor has requested that
all agencies get together to set their
goals and when they expect to
achieve them," said BEF executive

secretary Ted Martinez. ''Then he
wants us to feed them into a management information system.
"The only way we can do that is
to go someplace where the phone
isn't ringing off the wan," he said.
'• And the next two days are the only
time during the next three weeks that
some member of my staffisn 'tout in
the field."
"I think it's a great idea," Mat-

Jumper Escapes Injury
An exhibition parachutist who was transported frotn the University
of New MexiCo football field Saturday hight at the Lobo's opening
game escaped serious injury. .
'
According to Jess Price, djrector of public information at UNM,
William J. Roberts, 33, of 7209 Santa Fe Tr. N.W., was taken to
Presbyterian Hospital by Albuquerque Ambulance Paramedics after a
gust of wind fo!'Ced hi.m to land un~sually hard.
, . . ...
Roberts sustaaned mmor compressiOn of the back, sa1d Terry Blake,
nursing supervisor at Presbyterian Hospital. He was treated and re~
leased later Saturday night.
The wind apparently picked up when the demonstration jumpers
were landing, said John Keits, UNM sports informationdirector. One
parachuter landed all right, another landed in a nearby parking .lot,
sustaining no injuries, and the third, Roberts, was transported from the
tield, Keits said.

tinez added. "When the governor
wants to know what is going on, aU
he has to do is press a button."
Martinez also confirmed an earlier report that the BEF will be figuring possible pay raises for faculty
and staff at 10 and 14 percent in
addition to the 5 to 8 percent that was
approved by the BEF at their meeting Aug. 25-26.
The additonal figures Were requested by UNM political science
Professor Fred Harris, chairman of
the Governor's Commission on
Higher Education.
"The governor has requested that
every agency, and particularly the
BEF; assist the commission," Mar•
tinez said. "The only people who
have the information that the commission needs to base their salary
recommendations on is the BEF
staff..'~
The BEF figures were established
at the August meetings in Socorro.
First set at 10 percent, the figures
were lowered after some university
administrators lobbied BEF members to lower the rate. BEF member
Dolly Baker later criticized thOse
administrators for wanting to lower
the calculations.

MOSCOW (UPI) - The Soviet Union, under increasing international
pressure to explain why it shot down a Korean Air Lines jet carrying 269
people, blamed the United States Monday for what it called an ''unprecedented accident.''
.
President Reagan, whose condemnation of the attack on KAL Flight 007
has been matched by many other world leaders, scheduled a nationally
broadcast television address Monday to discuss "strong but limited'' retaliatory measures against Moscow.
In a statement carried by Soviet official media, Col. Gen. Semyon Romanov, air defense chief of staff, said Soviet pilots mistook the Boeing 747 for a
U.S. spy plane as it flew through Soviet airspace Thursday.
His statement was the closest Moscow has come to accepting blame for the
loss of the plane, which Romanov said was a "crash" involving 269
"victims of the Cold War," including 61 Americans.
.
Officials in Washington said a U.S. RC-135 reconnaisance plane had
flown within 75 miles of the ill-fated Korean plane, a Boeing 747, but stayed
outside Soviet air space along the fringes of Siberia.
It was apparently that RC-135, a converted Boeing 707 roughly two-thirds
the size of a Boeing 747, Romanov referred to in his statement.
•'It is clamored in the West that the Soviet pilot was well aware that he was
dealing with a civilian aircraft. But this is precisely what he did not know,"
Romanov said.
''The jetliner was flying with its lights out, and its profile is in many ways
similar to that of the American RC-135 reconnaissance plane. The pilot might
well have failed to see the function of the trespassing aircraft," he said.
The RC-135 was 1,000 miles away, over international waters, when the
Soviet Sukhoi Su-15 interceptor fired its missile at the KAL jet after tracking
it for 2Yz hours near Soviet-held Sakhalin Island off northern Japan, U.S.
officials said.
"If one ponders on this unusual, frankly speaking, unprecedented accident, one arrives at the conclusion that its scenario was prepared in detail
beyond the ocean," Romanov said, blaming Washington for the fate of the
plane.
"It is there that the lives of numerous people were put at stake," he said.
HAnd these people lost their lives not at all at the fault of the Soviets, as
certain persons in the West are clamQring.
"They are new victims of the Cold War, whose apologist and champion
the White House is. It wilJ have to reckon with history for these lives, too.''
Romanov's second statement in two days on the incident, the only Soviet
official publicly to have commented on the incident, indicated a serious
attempt by the Kremlin to fend off a swelling tide of criticism. .
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko unexpectedly and without explanation canceled a visit to Paris. Monday to meet government officials.
Gromyko was scheduled .to. confront Secret'!TY of State Ge~rge Shu.ltz
privately on Thursday at the European Secunty Conference m Mad~1d,
conference sources said. The fate ofKAL Flight 007 was expected to be htgh
on Shultz' agenda.
The meeting will take place amid an international uproar over the .fate of
KAL Flight 007 and will be the highest level contact between the two nations
since the incident. Reagan insisted the meeting proceed despite the Soviet
attack.
Shultz, who departs for Madrid on Tuesday, asked t~e Kremlin to ''c~me
clean" and tell the world the facts that led to thedestructton of the Korean Jet.

Figures To Be Given
By Steve Shoup
Preliminary figures on the
Associated Students of the University of New Mexico budget deficit will
be available Sept. 15, said Associate
Dean of Students Gary Golden
Thursday.
Golden said final figures on how
large and exactly where the deficit is
will be released Oct. 15. Accounting
for ASUNM is done by the Student
Activities Center.
ASUNM Vice President Vince
Baca announced at the ASUNM
Senate meeting Wednesday. that
ASUNM was in the red by at least
$20,000 and possibly by as much as
$50,000.
ASUNM President Dan Serrano

pointed out that while ASUNM as an
organization was running a deficit,
his administration, which began
July I, was not in debt. Serrano was
ASUNM vice president during
1982-83.
"This year's administration.is not
in deficit at all," Serrano said. "I'm
living up to my commitment of no
deficit spending. u
Golden said he hopes to avoid
confusion over budgeting next year
by improving the ASUNM account·
ing system.
"We've got to figure out the
problems and then do something about them," Golden said. "The
books for the next fiscal year will be
on the straight and narrow/'

INSIDE
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See P~ge 3
ALBUMS REVIEWtD:
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r·············· ..................i Wire Report
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** f-Rench qu1che ** qeoRqe amabo **

OTTAWA- Canada banned
Soviet Aeroflo.t tlights from landing
.in Montreal for 60 days in retaliation
fur the downing of a South Korean
passenger jet last week. officials
announced Monday. The move becomes effective Tuesday The UnIted States previously banned Aeroflnt aircraft from C.S. airports.
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INTERNATIONAL
AWARENESS WEEK
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Sept. 6-9
Xoon to 5 p.m.
films/slides/music/exhibits
:
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+
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t>.!OSCOW- The Sm·iet Union. under pressure to explain why i'
shm down a Korean Air Lines jet,
MondaY blamed the United States
for an -.. unprecedented accident."
The Russian air defense chief of
>taff said Soviet pilots mistook the
airllner for a U.S. spy plane a1 it
flew through Soviet airspace
Thursday.
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plus
Free samples of International cusines
each day at 2 p.m.
Stop
and bring a friend!

.••
•
•

:........•...•....•.•.............:

BEIRUT, Lebanon- A U.S.
Marine tank came under mortar fire
Monday and the American peacekeepers fought back. silencing the
attackers with a barrage of shells
during escalating battles between
Christian and Moslem Druze militiamen. A Marine spokesman said

MEET YOUR UNM

STUDENT INSURANCE
at
REPRESENTATIVE UNMAvailable
Student Health
Center
Beginning August 22, through
September 12, 1983
1-3:30 pm M-W·F
Doily during regular
office hours ot

Keystone Life Office
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Alb. N.M, 87110
884-6827

ENROLL NOWI
Patricia MalllleWS
KEYSTONE UFE INSURANCE CO.
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. SUHe 300
Albuquerque N.M. 87110

'
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Chinese Students Fest Promotes
Crafts, Culture-Related Activities

International, National Briefs

.
•f
.•

anb much, much, moRe!!!!

United Press International

i -------------------------

****Jmaqeso~)apanesewomen****i

•:

i

NOTE: Regular plan onrv. can be purchased at
Cashle(s Olflce Scholes Hall until September 9,
1983.
Belter Benefit Plan and Dependant Coverage
must be purchased through representative

the confrontation took place south of
the Beirut airport.

of giving American workers only
"one clay of lip service."

SAt-; SALVADOR, El Salvador - Guecrillas attacked Monday
in four Salvadoran provinces, expanding their new .. national offen~ive." C.S. envoy Richard Stone
ended a Latin American tour in a
meeting with Mexico's president on
his bid to stop fighting in the region.

DETROIT - Bargainers for the
United Auto Workers and the resurgent Chrysler Corp. gathered Monday to discuss the automaker's pay
raise offer amid indications the
negotiations could wind up quickly.
Union officials headed straight to
the bargaining table from the union's Labor Day parade in Detroit.

SPACE CENTER. HoustonChallenger's astronauts returned
from the smoothest shuttle flight yet
to a holiday welcome Monday, con-·
fident their flawless landing in California will make night flights
routine. The ship showed little evidence of wear from its journey 97
times around the globe in six days.

NEWPORT, R.I. -Australia II
bounded into a dominating lead over
Britain's Victory '83 Monday in her
quest to become the 25th challenger
for the America's Cup the Aussies
plan to take home with them. Skipper John Bertrand overcame a twosecond Victory '83 edge at the gun to
pull I: 18 ahead on the first windward mark,

WASHINGTON- Union leaders and rank-and-file workers demonstrated across the nation against
the Reagan administration Monday
in rallies and parades in about 150
cities. AFL-CIO President Lane
K1rkland accused President Reagan

Airliner Tragedy
Injures UNESCO
MOSCOW - The Soviet down- said Mrs. Dougan, noting many
ing of a Korean passenger plane was countries already have issued fonnal
a "wanton" action the United States statements of outrage and protest.
can not excuse, the chief U.S. dele"I believe in a very sad way this
gate to an international communica- incident highlights the extreme im·
tions conference said Monday.
portance of clear and honest com·
"The distrust, uncertainty and munications among nations," she
fear which such wanton actions in· sai.d.
troduce injure the international
The IPDC, .established in 1980 to
atmosphere ... and are obstacles aid the development of communicato the improvement of international tions in Asia, Africa and Latin
cooperation in every field,'' said America, is scheduled to discuss 28
Ambassador Diana Dougan.
project proposals and means for
She spoke at the opening of a con- funding them.
ference of the U.N. Educational,
U.S. delegates, in Moscow beScientific and Cultural Organization fore flying to Tashkent, had said
in Tashkent, the capital of the Uzbek they feared the U.S. criticism of the
Republic, which borders Afghanis· plane incident could disrupt the
tan in Central Asia.
week-long meeting.
. The Soviet delegation, lead by
A U.S. Embassy spokesman said
Victor Stukalin, deputy-foreign the ''minimal" response made by
minister replied that Mts. Dougan's the Soviets indicated the conference
remarks were '• innappropriate and would continue as scheduled.
irrelevant to the issues being discusPast UNESCO discussion on the
sed at the meeting of the Iniemation• world communication situation have
al Program for the Development of been stonny and broke wide open in
Communications.
1978 when a proposal for a "new
The tragic event "reafftrms with World infonnation order" was introbitter irony the vital necessity of duced by Third World nations.
communications among nations,"

SO YOU THINK YOU'RE SO SMART?
But can your education feed you?
You can put your mother's fears to rest between September 7 and 21 at Schlotzsky's, 21 14 Central
SE, (across from UNM).
·
With every sandwich sold between 2 and 9 p.m. the cashier will hand out a very difficult question. If
you can answer that question you win (maybe a free drink, a bag of potato chips, a cup of soup or
even a free Schlotkzsky's sandwich),
·
Because we at Schlotzsky's believe in tough tests, the questions aren't easy.

Here are some examples:
• When was the demise of the last of the passenger pigeons?
(A. 1914, in the Cinnclnattl zoo) ·
• How tall was poet John Keats?
(A. 5 feet, .Y., inches)
•What was the size of the area conquered by Alexander the Great?
{A. Approximately 2, 180,000 square miles)
If you can't answer the question Immediately, you can take It home or to the library, do some research or
thinking, and then brtng It back. So put on your thinking i:ap, Sc:hlotzsky's gives you an ''E" for effort.

(sch.. lolz·s··ky"s·J
.·

.

-

lust across the street from UNM

.

CHICAGO- Thousands of
motorists ended their Labor Day
weekend Monday and joined the na·
lion's crowded streets and highways
where a mounting traffic death toll
rose beyond 300.

Contest dates are
september 7 through .
september z1

'-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••IIi-

Ma Bell
Settles
DENVER - A tentative agreement sending the final striking
Mountain Bell Telephone Co. employees back to work was reached
Monday With the International
Brotherhood of Electric Workers.
The IBEW represented 295 directory sales personnel in six Western
States - 99 in Colorado; 95 in Arizona; 55 in Utah; 17 in New Mexico;
IS in Idaho; and 14 in Montana.
"The agreement on a3-year local
contract ends four weeks the company has operated under strike con•
ditions, and signals the rerum to
work of all Mountain Beli employees," said compan)l spokeswoman Kay Pride.
Mrs. Pride said the IBEW directory employees were scheduled to
return to work Tuesday, and the ratification process fot the tentative
agreement would take place over the

ne~~~~ ~~§~·telephone

companyemployees resumed work a week
ago, after the Communications
Workers of America reached agreement with American 'relephOJte and
·.·-Telegraph-Company.•. •••••••• -

Scot! Caraway

Geor&e E.Gorospc

Chen·Lieh Huang, a computer science major, practices the ancient art of calligraphy
(above} while translating students' names from English to Chinese. The Chinese festival
featured the traditional scarf danc.e (leh} in a fashion show that included traditional
costumes and an historical narrative.

FREE French Fries
with this coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)
a

.55¢ savings

with coupon thru 9-11-83
f~ontle~

---------

I

I

Breakfast Burrito
with 2 eggs, cheddar cheese, green chili,
and coffee or hot tea

$1.49

Save 50¢

Good at 1830 Lomas only

expires 9-12-83
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20% Off
to
UNM students, faculty, and staff
OHer good through Oct. 15, 1983

Redeemable ot

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
You must be a local
resident, student, or
mllltoiY and have
o volrd plcrure I. d.

limit one
per new donor

New donors taken

M-F 12:30·3:30
Offer expires
Sepr. J 1, 198J
122 Yale Olvd. 5. E.
266-5729

20% off
all leotards and tights
With coupon thru Sun. Sept.ll
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Faculty Group To Hold
Cutbacks Protest Rally

by Bel"ke Breathed
,-----......;...::;.......,

BLOOM COUNTY

--Editorial-v, ,;g; ~"l-- _
,___,..:.__,=...=._....:~. "-------.:..;.;~

--~./

~

=------...;:"'';;..".;..!'

Irt an effort to halt cutbacks in education funding and form a united
front of all Cilmpus groups to meet the state Legislature this fall, the
University of New Mexico Faculty Representation Association will be
sponsoring a rally, said the group's president.
The rally is scheduled for Sept. 13 on the mall in front of Popejoy
Hall, said Jane Slaughter, assistant professor of history and FRA president.
"We are sponsoring the rally, which we call 'Vivl! Education', to
express our sentiments about the cutbacks in education to all segments
of the University community, iind to state our concern and serious
committment to education," said Slaughter.
The faculty organization, fanned three years ago, began planning the
rally in July after lack of money forced drastic cutbacks in the summer
class schedule and caused University officials to tighten budgets for the
1983-84 schoo\_year.
''Our intention is to use this rally as a springbol!rd to unite all UNM
factions, including the Associated Students of the University of New
Mexico, the Graduate Students Association, and the labor unions on
campus in preparation for the Legislature in Santa Fe,'' said Slaughter.
Speakers at the rally will.include state representatives Tom Rutherford and Judith Pratt, city and county officials and representatives of the
I · unions on campus, l!S well as other campus organizations, according to
Slaughter.
''The people we have contacted are responding well to the idea of the
rally because they feel frustrated and concerned," she said.
Alan Reed, associate professor ofpublic administmtion and chainnl!n
of the FRA political action committee, said faculty morale is at an
all-time low and the cutbacks are hurting students most of all.
''We have just reached a point where the accumulated problems of the
past ten yeats have come to a head. Faculty morale is very bad, and it's
the students who are being treated very badly," Reed said.
Reed said cutbacks in education create larger classes and limit student
services. As a result, the quality of education at UNM is deteriorating
rapidly, he said.
''Beyond the problems of quality of education, students have to deal
with financialllid that is not keeping pace with the increases in the cost
of living. While tuition is rising, financial aid has held steady," Reed
said.
"Because of the education cutbacks, graduate students are being
asked to do many difficult tasks that should be handled by faculty," he
added .
Both Slaughter and Reed said a cooperative and unified effort must be
made by all concerned groups in the University community in the
upcoming state legislative session.

"-------''"'..;~...;'-'~'

by Don Bruckner

--------------------Letters-------------------the circumstances, the racism
implied by both yourself and Mr.
Ross seems a trifle petty.

Fee Proposal
Editor;
As regards Berry Cox's proposed reordering of parking
assignment pfiorities, I am in
complete agreement if Mr. Cox
also proposes reordering the
current parking fee structure.
Faculty and staff now pay a
premium for the privilege of first
choice for parking spaces. If students receive equal priority for
spaces, then the fee structure
should be equalized. If students
are given preferential choice,
then the fee structure should be
reversed so that students pay
more than faculty and staff.
Keith M. Burris
Department of Economics

Ancestors Many
Editor:
Ms. Gallegos: I do not need to
be reminded "whose land I Jive
in.''l am a citizen of New Mexico,
which, oddly enough, is a part of
the United States. Our forefathers were not only Chicano,
Anglo-Saxon and Indian, Ms.
Gallegos, but also African and
Oriental and Scandinavian and
Latin, and this wonderful quarrelsome mob together carved
out the country that I love. Under

Kathy Roberson

ing everywhere! No parking
meters! True democratic
equality!
Mr. Cox, the preseht situation
is not good , .. But can't you do
better?

Pay Plan
Editor:
Re: Mr. Berry Cox and his
proposal for changing parking
permit procedures:
Mr. Cox has broached an interesting point: Why should
faculty and staff have an unfair
advantage over stUdents In acquiring parking permits? Since
equalfty seems to be the point,
may I suggest students be
allowed to pay the {much) higher
fees demanded of University
employees?
Let's arbitrarily raise the fee to
$100 per permit per year. Imagine! No more competition for
permits! More spaces available
to all/ (Who would buy?) Higher
revenues! [Just where does all
that money go, anyway?)
And ..• best
of
all ... everyonewouldstillgetto
play "Get There First!" every
morning- a game for which I
am now docked only $84.00 per
year. Of course, "Get There
First" wouldn't be quite the same
with more spaces • . • Alternatively, we could abolish permits
altogether. Imagine! Free park•

K.M. Parrish
Physics & Astronomy

Column May
Force Advance
Editor:
In your August 24, 1983, edition of the Oaily Lobo, I noted
that Richard Berthold, the director of public relations for the College of Education, will write a
"sometimes tongue-in-cheek
column" that will appear .every
Wednesday.
According to the mathematics
department {as an educationist I
had to get some help with this),
and verifying the results with my
slide rule, it was demonstrated
that one column per week for 32
weeks {2 semesters) equals 32
columns or 32 publications for
this academic year.
After careful review of the
criteria established for promotion and tenure in the College of
Arts and Sciences, it became
rather obvious that with such a
scholarly publication record and
in competition With his colleagues in the college, he will un-

doubtedly be forced to accept a
promotion to associate professor; and, if he can get three
undergraduate students (prefer·
ably from the College of Education) to referee the column, he
may be forced to take a full professorship.
Gerald E. Cunico
College of Education

Wants End to
Sectarianism
Editor:
Since there is much being
written on your "opinion" page
regarding the prejudice of David
Ross {I have not read his letter), I
am inclined to agree with Nancy
Brown's letter of rebuttal.
I see "bigotry" as a festering
maggot in the brain. "All of us
must overcome racial prejudice
and bigotry. We shall overcome," said President Lyndon B.
Johnson.
I am an American, native to the
soil of the USA and in love with
my nationality.
To believe in equality does not
mean that I fail to recognize the
inequities practiced by those
Who have grown up warped and
discriminating. It is such inequities which belief in the equality of every one would do away
With. But Christ had to sweat

tears of blood to forgive the willful blindness which causes so
much misery.
I have felt akin to everyone and
I have felt alien to all nationalities.! am in my own soul alien to
all denominations for each of
them have become separate
from the others. So I plead for the
end of all chosen peoples. I want
to like people without sense of
any sectarianism in them. I want
friends who feel the intrinisic
affinity of themselves to man as
a species.
I have been in so many categories and recognize the power
of such discrimination for I have
felt akin to Jew and Catholic and
Irish and Black and Russian and
German and French and Italian
and Hispanic and having at one
time joined in the feeling of each.

Fall Semester

()!hers from such masks. In a
word, I have been member of the
fraternity (for a child will try emulating anyone and anything).
The escape I made from my
earliest conditioning was a conditioning in itself against any
sectarianism. It was an escape
into being myself, an animal
creative of the human species,
and that is why I say all men are
intrinsically equal to one
another.

143 Harvard SE
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~
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Fast, Free Delivery

I
I
I
I $.75 .ott any size pizza.
I One coupon per pizza.
I
Expires 9-20..93
I
I
Fast, Free Delivery
I
3920 Central S.E.
I
262·1662
I Now open for lunch
I
I Open every day at 11 :00
I
I
I
I
®

Come In and regllter to win a free guitar (wonh 99.50)
No purchaM MCII. .ry

The opinions expressed bn the editorial pages of the NewMexicoDailyt.Obo are those ohhe
author ~olety. Unsigned jjpinion iS; that ofthe editor and reflects the editorial policy of the paper,
but dOes riot necessarilY ·represent the views of the members of the DaJfy Lobo -steff.

Spons·-~ditor

I
I
I
I $1.50 off any 16" pizza.
I
OnE1 coupon per pizza.
I
Expires 9-20-83
I
I
Fast, Free Delivery
I
3920 Central S.E.
I
262-1662
I
Now open for lunch
I Open every day at 11 :00
I
I
I
I
I

$1.50

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

•Ibanez • Yamaha
• Takamlne and Ovation Guitars
• Randall and Crate Amps
•All Banjos
• 2 for 1 on Selected String Sets
•15% Off all Guitar and Violin Accessories

I know what it is to look out at

per academic year. Second class_postagc paid a_t_Afbu(luerque, N_ew Mexlco 87131.

COpy -Editor••• ,,.,.,,,., •• Patricia Gabbert

"Endowed chairs are something we're really striving
for," he said. "It has high priority."
For between $100,000 and $500,000, benefactors
Clln create endowed lectureships, fellowships or professorships.
Museum pieces, artworks, scientific equipment and
rare library materials arc among some of the non-money
gifts the foundation receives.

At Harvard & Central
2300 Central S.E.

Sale
20% off

by the Board of Student Pl.lblft:atlons of iha University_ of New Mexico. Subscription rate is S10

Business Ma'nagor ••••• , ••• , .Michael Fotd
Managing E:ditot ..............Wren PrC)pp
A!:lscic. Managing Editor ... _...... David Gal
News Editor •• , ••••••••• Dennis Poh!rii;:m

through state appropriations,'' Lalicker said. A video
system for Regener Hall will be p~rchased using funds
from the foundation.
Donors may contribute to the University in a number
of ways, from outright gifts to bequests und spcchl]
trusts. In charitable remainder trusts, the foundation
receives a monetary gift from a donor, invests it and
pays the interest to the donor. The University keeps the
principal sun\.
With a minimum giftof$750,000, a donor can create
an endowed chair to b~ awarded to a distinguished
scholar in the field of the donor's choictl, Inlerest from
the gift sum is used to provide the scholar with a
$75,000 salary and $25,000 for travel, clerical staff and
supplies.
There are currently two endowed chairs at UNM the Carl Hatch Professorship of Law and Public Administration and the Caswell Silver Distinguished Professorship in Geology and Earth Sciences. Both chairs
were created in 1980,
By comparison, La Iicker said, the University of
Texas has created some 200 endowed chairs with
matching funds from the state of Texas.

-------~·-

The New M~xica Dairy Lobo is published Monday through Friday every r.eflular weel( of the
Univetsltyyoar, weekly during Closed and finals weeks and week_lv during the .summersesslon,

Editor •••••••••••• , •• , •..•.•• Stacy Green

The foundation handles donations of cash, stocks,
bonds, real estate, personal property and equipment to
the University, said executive director Robert Lalicker.
Donations from private sources are very important,
since only about one-third of the University's annual
operating budget currently comes from state apl)ropriations, Lalicker said.
The University as a whole received more than $6
million in support from 7,427 donors during 1982-83,
Lalicker oaid. About one-fifth of that total went to the
foundation; the rest to KNME, the medical school, the
Alumni Association llnd other University divisions.
The $1 ,3 million the foundationr~:ceived represents a
22.5 percent increase over last year's donations.
Most gifts the foundation handles are earmarked for a
specific purpose, such l\S the Presidential Scholars program, or to specific departments, he said. About
$100,000 a year is "unrestricted"- meaning the
donor did not specify a recipient. Use for this money is
decided by lln allocations board which reviews requests
from the UNM president's office.
''This money is used for things that are difficult to get

Llml1ed Delivery Area

Daily Lobo
381400

One New Mexico corporation was responsible for
bringing some $1.3 million to the University of New
Mexico last fiscal year, and it's not a major industrial
giant or multinational bank.
The UNM Foundation, Inc., is a non-profit organization dedicated solely to providing financial support to
UNM and is legally separate from the University,

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
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By Steve Shoup

By George E. Gorospe

~. ~~ :boo:~~~h~o~gjo!~~!AI~~~~~ -~ 1:~~
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become, sadly, more obscure. Politicians, both American and Russian, are less concerned with seeking veracity in this issue than with
exploiting it for propaganda.
The Reagan administration, while initially (H~eming deserving of
applause for its strong yet controlled reaction to the Soviets, has put
U.S. credibility on the same low rung as the U.S.S.R.'s.
White House spokesman Larry Speakes announced Sunday that a
U.S. reconnaissance plane had earlier flown in the general vicinity of
where the KAL jet was first detected by the Soviets. Speakes claimed
there was no possibility of confusion between the two crafts, but his
assurance seems skeptical in light of the secrecy in which the White
House has kept this recent revelation.
It is obvious that administration officials preferred to keep this
information to themselves so that their anti-Soviet epithets would
have greater effect on an uninformed, hence biased, audience.
In censoring the publicity of such relevant news, the government
has succeeded in contradicting the very propaganda it had hoped to
further. Promoting ignorance and doublespeak has been the hallmark
of a totalitarian regime, not a democracy such as ours.
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We're a non-profit
student run co•op
bringing you less
expensive textbooks
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*

24 A Sub Basement
277-3701
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Why pay more
for good food

APPETITO'S
.69 BREAKFAST
HAS RETURNED
2 eggs, hash browns, toast & jelly .
Good Til11a.m. Daily

2 SLICES OF
ALL CHEESE PIZZA
FOR $1
Expires 9·9·83
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jack's Lounge
1504 Central SE
and
(5 blks. west of Ul'l/1\f)
Restaurant Curry-out orders 242-7490
Richard's Dollar Happy Hour
Call Drinks $1.50
'fl•y ou1' g1•eat Lobo Burger, watch for our
Specials, and dnn't forget the
Best Pizza in Town!
Daily except Sunday ll:OOa.w. • !O:OOp.m,

Verna Gaddy Pawlowski

fBrown Bag' Series To Return
11:- Kuthy Knudsen
It you're planning to brown bag it
., • 'dlllol this Wednesday- and
>'ICII it' you're not-the place to
·pend your lunch hour may be the
\\·,,men's Center.

I he Women's Center and
\\ urncn 's Studies are co-sponsoring
,, number of presentations scheduled
1II rnughout the semester that deal
11 till subjects of interest to women,
Commonly known as the Brown
ll.tg LccrurG Series, they are. a way to
'har~ research and public informat,nn with women, said Kathy
Hro,lks. Women's Center director.
"For a lot of students, that's the

nnly time they haVG to do anything
th~l expands a little bit on their
~ducation," said Brooks.
This Wednesday's Brown Bag

"'"inn will feature guest speaker
I kb Prcusch of the Resource Center
.tnu a nationally distributed slide
'how that portrays the daily lives of
11 "men in Central America.
Prcusch and co-worker Beth
1\-.l,lds both helped to produce the
,iJdc show, called "Basta Ya."'
"It's glimpses of the different
"ays that women are facing their
problems in Central America,'' said
\\oods.
Woods said the slide show will
aho describe women's resistance

movements In different areas of
Central America, including resist·
uncc to U.S. intervention in Nicar:wua. the creation of a feminist
n;ovcmcnt in Costa Rica, and resistance to the government ln El Sal\ aJur,
Prcusch and Woods have traveled
in Central America and nave written

a book, Dollar.< and Dictators; A
Guide to Cmrral America, with
another co-worker, Tom Barry, The
nationaJiy published book is being
released this month.
A question-and-answer session
''·ill l'ollow the 25-minute slide production. The program will begin at
nPon Wednesday at the Women's
('enter.

Poison Center's Find Basis of Article
By Donna Jones

For Project Breakthrough Director
A nurse with over 4 years experience working
with minority populations
Election open to pre-nursing and nursing students
Election to be held September 6 from 8:30A.M. - 3:00 P.~f.
in !'; orth Campus Colle~:c of :-lursing and Pharmacy

VOTE

VOTE

An increase in the number of seizures and deaths
connected with overdoses of a new anti-depressant drug
noticed by officials at the New Mel(ico l'oison Control
Center is the basis of a recent Journal of the American
Medical Association article.
New Mexico Poison Control Center director William
Troutman, who holds a doctorate in pharmacy, coauthor of the article, said the discovery that the center's
casual observations were shared with the poison control
center in Washington, D.C., prompted an IS-month
study which confinned that toxic effects of overdoses of
the antidepressant, amoxapine, appeared more severe
than with older, similiar drugs.
Troutman, who wrote the report published Aug. 26
with Dr. Toby Litovitz, National Poison Control Center
director at Georgetown University Hospital, said,
"When we perceive a problem, we attempt to communicate it to our colleagues.''
Troutman is currently reviewing the inhalation abuse
of typewriting correction fluid, which is a significant
problem in New Mexico, he said. He plans an article

which would be a series of case reports.
Troutman said the New Mexico Poison Control Center is one of 10 poison control centers in the country that
will report salicylates (aspirin) and acetaminophen
(Tylenol) poisonings to a clearing house for a 1983
study.
The center is also particularly interested in hearing
about the increasing problem of occupational poisonings, he said.
In 1982, 90 percent of New Mexico's 17,000 human
poisonings were accidental, Troutman said. He predicts
a 20 percent increase in 1983, or about 3,400 more
cases.
The center is staffed 24 hours a day by registered
pharmacists. "People really ought to contact us first,
because early intervention can minimize adverse
effects," Troutman said. Often symptoms of poisoning
are delayed, and people wait until it is too late to call for
help.
"We would rather hear from them and be able to tell
them that they have nothing to worry about, than to hear
of a poisoning case where prompt treatment could have
made a difference," he said.
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~ CHADAD JEWISH ACTIVITIES CENTER ~
~ . . HIGH HOLIDAY SCHEDULE . . ~

o get
you've got to push
!_he right buttons.

l!; SATURDAY 9-3
~ Selichot Service 12:00 Midnight

\r

FRIDAY 9-9

10:00 A.M. Morning Service
12:00 P.M. Shofar
7:00P.M. Evening SeJVice
SATURDAY 9-10
.
10:00 A.M. Shabbat SeJVJce

~ THURSDAY 9-8 ·

m 10:00 A.M. Morning Service

~

·

12:00 P.M. Soundif")g of Shofar

@ 7:00P.M. Evening seJVice
~ WEDNESDAY 9-7
tl) P-osh Hash Service
HP-lOC
Sale price
$57.95

HEWLETT

~

ffi

m

$

PACKARD

~
~

SERIES 10
PROFESSIONAL CALCULATORS

LIST

7:00 P.M. Evening Service
HOLIDAY MEAL following evening seJVice
For Reservations Call 296-6060

SALE

HP,I OC ,lit;ienonc._.P"""""''w""'."'"m""m,ab,Je~--~·_,s'-'-70"'.00'"'.'-'$~5'-"i"".9"'5
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EVERYONE WELCOME
. Chobod House
1801 Sigma Chi N.E. Albuquerque, N.M.
Phone 296-6060

~..

1

Programmable

120.00 96.00
120.00 I 00.00
750.00 600.00

SERIES 40
HANDHELD COMPUTERS
LIST SALE
IIP•41C Handhdd Computer (441 Bvte.<J $195.00$155.95
JIP-41CV Handheld Computer
12,233 Bytes)
.. 275.00 225.00
HP-821 04A Card .Reader
195.00 165.00
HI'•82143A Thennal PrinteriPICJltcr
:l85.00 325.00
HP ACCESSORIES
HP•82l80A l':xtcndcd F'unctirms
Module
HP-82181A Extended Memory Module
HP·82120A Battery Pac

~

~

75.00
75.00
35.00

67.50
67.50
31.50

401 WYOMING NE
Ai..BUGUERGUE 1 N.M. B7123
!50!5. 28!5-7981
Sal f!:j(}-t·:+tt

Sale Ends 9-17-83
VISA-MASTER CARD-AMERICAN EXPRESS
~ubJ~cl

to chaiiJ!!e w1thout nohcc.
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Philadelphia
Style
Steak
Sandwiches
and Hoagies

Homesfyle
Hamburgers
Hot Dogs
and·
Chili Dogs

If you're hitting the books hard and can't get out or if you're tired of having
the some old meals give us o call and hove something delicious delivered.

It knows how to pinch a penny.
The HP-12C has built-in functions which know the business: the
business of dollars and cents. A unique
logic system gives you reliable answers
fast. It's dependable, powerful, and
best of all, the HP-12C will never
need a Christmas bonus. That's enough
to put a smile on the face of the most
demanding businessman.
So go ahead. Get ahead. Get there

call

Ffin-

HEWLETT

a!~ PACKARD

68

Check your campus bookstore or any of the following dealers:
I.

I
I

ALBUQUERQUE
Dillard's Department
Stores, Inc
1555 Winrock Shopping
Center
(505) 883-5900
Pat Goodwin's Office Eq. Co
939 San Pedro, SE
(505) 265-8441

Computer Super Stores
1660 Eubank, NE
(505) 293-5370
Computer Technology Assoc
1704 Moon, NE, Suite 7
(505) 298·2140

valid thru 9-17·M

For fost

with the HP-12Cby Hewlett-Packard.
For the authorized HP dealer or
HP sales office nearest you, call TOLLFREE 800-547-3400 and ask for
operator #11 M-F, 6 a.m.-6p.m
Pacific Time.
Personal computers and calculators
for professionals on the move.

PG02331

for delivery call 299-2666

1-··--·-····------------~-·-····-·--,-······-·--1-··t
Duy any sandwich
get another half price!!

To get ahead, you've got to push
the right buttons.
An investment that will never
haunt you.
The HP-12C is a small investment that pays big dividends. Today,
with the grades you 11l get and the time
yodll save. And later on, when you're
concerned with that all-important
bottom line. Simply put, the HP-12C
is the most powerful financial calculator made since man learned the
difference between profit and loss.

MR. MUNCHIE is better than ever With a fantastic new menu including our
famous Philadelphia steak sandwiches and Hoagies and a whole array of
delicious overstuffed deli sandwiches.

10:00pm.

p.;,.e,

I
'l
!

NEW HOUAS open for take out and delivery 7 days a week 1 O:OOam •

~o:· IH"~5j()

r

120.00 96.00

HP-lSC Advanced Programmable with
,_ _ __Jlngcial Functions
HP~ !6C Computer Scientist
HP-97 Oesklrlp Fully Programmable

S\m~ H11ur.;·

~~

il

Pro!lrammable

~· _

I
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HP-1.1 C Advanced Scientific
HP-12C Advanced Financial

I .
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Holman's, Inc
401 Wyoming Blvd, NE
(505) 265-7981
Mesa Blueprint
5901 Lomas Blvd, NE
(505) 262-2046
Reliable Reproductions, Inc
1100 Second St, NW
{505) 247·1578
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Educators Hold
Essay Contest

THE LAST LECTURE SERIES
presents

By .Holly Jaycox

Or. Harold Delaney
Assoc. Prof., Psychology

''HUMAN DIGNITY:
REFLECTIONS ON THE UNIVERSITY"

Dr, .How11rd McConeghey, pro- and capable statler over the past
fessor of art education at the Uni- three years," said Domenici. "I am
versity of New Mexico, is director pleased to have someone of his abiliof the art education department's ties and experience stepping into this
graduate program in archet)lpal art important staff position. I expect
therapy. The program, in which stu- him to do very well in the top spot."
dents can earn a master's of art
Myrtha Pages, a doctorial candieducation degree with an emphasis date in multicultural education, has
in archetypal art therapy, has been been awarded the Dr. Dolores Goncited by Archetypal Psychology: A zales Memorial Scholarship Fund, a
BriefAccounT (1983), a book about a $500 scholarship for the 1983-84
new field called "archetypal academic year, by the College of
psychology" as having played a pan Education at UNM. Pages, whose
in the development of that new kind family is from Cordoba, Argentina,
of psychology.
is in her fourth year of grao;luate
"Nowhere else in the world is school at UNM.
such a program available," said
J;~mes W. Culbertson was reMcConeghey.
cently promoted to the rank of
Martin Janowski, who studied sergeant in the Albuquerque Police
journalism at UNM, has. been Department. An Albuquerque naappointed Sen. Pete Domenici's tive, Culbertson attended Manzano
new press secretary. Janowski has High School, UNM, and the Uniserved as assistant press secretary versity of Albuquerque befo~e joinfor Domenici since June 1980.
ing the police department in Novem"Martin has been a hard work'ing ber 1968.

Tuesday, Sept. 6
12 noon
UNM Sub, Room 250 B,C, & D
!~'11• LAST LECTURES' am a 'iBrtes m WhiCh prom;nenl Un1v~rstty f.:3CUII)' and stptf WLll
~P tJLk•rlfJ ,J[.; Jl thr>v wr>m gt\'lnr) thP Las! \,.ectum of :heu hff' 8rmg yQvr lunch'

'5Wm5•.-rea hy

STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER

LAl.l: LOMAS CAMFUS MINISTRIES

Graduate Students and
Graduating Seniors
Competition for
Fulbright grants for
Graduate study or
research abroad
Informational meeting for
prospective appllcants

Wednesday, September 7 at 3:30p.m.
Ortega Hall Reading Room,
Third Floor
For more Information, contact the
Office of International Programs and Services,
1717 Roma NE, 277-4032

Campus Mini Golf Course Opens
The new 1.8-hole miniature golfcourse called ''The Putter" is now open to
.the public and the University of New Mexico community. Loc;~ted in the
New Mexico Unionbasement, The Putter is open Monday through Thursday,
8:30a.m. to 9:30p.m.; Friday, 8:30a.m. to 10:30 p.m.; and Saturday, 11
a.m. to 10:30 p.m. The fee is $1.50 per person.

Popejoy Hall

lf you are interested in music
education, you could win an all expense paid weekend in Chicago.
That is where the first and second
place winners of an essay contest
about "wh)l music is basic to education" will travel March 21-24.
The contest is being sponsored by
the Music Educators National Conference and is open to all its members. The trip is to the Conference's
national convention.
Winning essays will be read by
their writers at the convention and
will be published in the "Music
Educators. JournaL" They should be
no longer than 750 words.
Entries must be turned in to Dr.
Ellen McCullough of the music
education department by Oct. 24.
If you are interested in the contest
or in becoming a member of MENC,
contact McCullough, or Dr. Thomas
Dodson in the music depanment.

Seminars
Two seminars sponsored by
the University of New Mexico
College of Engineering will be
held Thursday. The first,
"Arrays of Microprocessors: A
Revolution in Numerical Computations" will be held at 2 p.m.
in Tapy Hall Room 218. "The
Status of Technology in the People's Republic of China" will be
presented at 3:30 p.m. in Room
335 of the Farris Engineering
Center. Both lectures are open to
the public.

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

les
ballets
d Jazz

Today's Events
UNM Clrde--JC Cl_ubt a service organization
for the earrtpus and community, will meet at2:30
p.m. today .In Mitchell Hall 105, All interested
people are welcomed·. More lnfonna.Hon is
available by calling t.uke Doles at 266-9761,

•

UNM Racqutiball Club wiU_ meet _at 5 p_.m
today -In Room 250..1! Jn the NM Union. All
interested students are. welcomed. More information is available by calling Ken Miller at
884-3677
United Campus Mlnlslr'}' will present .a lcctt.1re
by Dr. Harold Ddaney on "Human D~gniiy:
RcneetJort_s _on the U nh:crslty, ". al_ noon today in
Room 250.8, C and 0 tn the NM Onion. Bring
your ttJnch:, More lnformatlori i! available bycalling Dr. Mark. Rutledge at247-0497.

rftontreal
Genev1eve Salbamg
fJ,IP' ~lfi' ~· Att,·,t'IUI'

UNM Mountain Club v.iU hold Its first
meeting at 7 p._m. today in Room 130 In the NM
Union. More information is available by (alling
Ralph Shaffer at277-316B.
Samluary Cituup will hold a closed AA
meeting for alcoholics only at noon 1uesc!ays
and Thursdays at the Newman Ccnler. More
infonnaHort Is available at 2.47-1094.
The lnC_ernatlonaJ Cenltr is offering a
beginning Spanish cout'!ie. for business and tra\'el
situalions at 7 p.m. Tuesdays starting today for
se\lcn weeks at the International Center ar l808
Las Lomas N.E. More information is available
by contacting Encama Abella ai 266-9943' or the
Inrernalionat Center at 271·2946.

Guerrillas Attack 4 Provinces
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
(UPl) - GueJTillas attacked Monday in four Salvadoran provinces,
expanding their new "national
offensive." U.S. envoy Richard
Stone ended a Latin American tour
in a meeting with Mexico's president on his bid to stop fighting in the
region.
Telephone communications were
cut to El Salvador's four easternmost provinces Monday amid reports guerrillas bombed the Pacayal
microwave communications station,
nine miles west of San Miguel, the
nation's third largest city.
Rebels staged a massive artillery

Unlled Campus M'lniSttle.o~ W:llt bold a
,.,~omen and ReHgitm'" sl.lpj)Ort group meeting
ht4 p.m. today· at 18tll Las Lomas N.B.
lntemat_lonaf Center Is $ponsorir'lg Inter·

continued from page 1

u.s. spy plane that had earlier crossed its path.
Reagan, paraphrasing the Russian
communications, took note of how
the pilot reported spotting "the
target" - it.s navigation lights
on - then stalking the aircraft.
The Soviet pilot "finally
announces what can only be called
the Korean Air Lines Massacre,"
Reagan said, locking on to the target
and firing missiles that sent the jetliner plunging into the Sea of Japan;
"The 747 has a unique and distinctive silhouette, unlike any other
{'lane in the world,'' Reagan said.
"There is no way a pilot could mistake this for anything other than a
civilian airliner."
The evidence, Reagan said, is
"incontrovertible" that the Soviets
knowingly shot down the jetliner,
despite the "confusing tale" they
have offered. While the Soviets frrst
mistook the 747 for an American
RC-135 reconnaissance plane,
Reagan stressed the two aircraft
were far apart when the attack
occurred.·
Reagan pressed his demand to
Moscow for a full accounting of the
incident, an admission of responsibility, an apology and punishment of
those involved. All 269 people
aboard the New York to Seoul
flight, including 61 Americans,
were presumed dead.
The ptesident said the United
States will file through diplomatic
channels a claim for compensation
for relatives of the American victims
and for any loss of U.S. property,
and support efforts by the 13 nations
who lost citizens to seek payment
from Moscow.
Reagan said he is trying to line up
support among other countries to
punish the Soviet airline Aeroflot.
The sanctions should continue,
Reagan said, "until the Soviets
satisfy the cries .of humanity for justice.''

-

22i2 Centr•l S.E~

265-8200

"'

lodny Ill 1808 las Lomas N._lt 'i'oday's events
will lndudc fllm~ on Japan-, Malaysia, JndonCsla
find -china, and a free Persian and SpaniSh
lcssc;n. A complete list of e\/Cnts can be picked tiP
fH the Intemaiional Center. More lnfomili.dM Is
availobleal277..$927.

TEE OFF AT OUR NEW
18-HOLE
MINIATURE GOLF COURSE!
*2 Rounds For The Price Of 1
Reg. 18 Hole Greens Fee...... $1.50

7:00~10:30PM-

PRIZES

no pre-registration necesssty

Located in the
New Mexico Union Building, Lower Level

Wednesday's Events
Wali;on Wheel!! squhre dance dub wiil hold a
Wednesday Iii the
NM Union Ballroom. More Information is
avallnblc:at B4i.0046.
r~ce workshtlp on ill 4 -p.m,

United

Campdtl

Minblry' wil( prdent a lecture

by Dr. Pat McNamara on "New Believers: What
_are they? Arc Lhcy for teal?" a.. ptttt Of i1

18-Hole Miniature Golf Course
MONDAY-THURSDAY 8:30AM-9:30PM
FRIDAY 8:30AM-10:30PM "SATURDAY 11:00AM·10!30PM
PHONE 277-4506

Thcol9g)' For Lunch series llt nOI'in Wednesday
hi the NM Utiion In RClOirt 231 E:. Dting your
luttt:h. More Information. liJ nvRilable' at 247-

0497.

•

TUESDAY
thru
SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 6-10*

TOURNAMENT- SATURDAY NIGHT

national Awareness Week besln.nlng at hOon

Monday, Tuesday, September 19,20-8:15 p.m.
$16.00, 14.00, 11.00
UNM Students, Faculty/Staff" lh price
Telephone 277"3121 for information

rebel's' clandestine Radio
Vcnceremos called ''our new
national offensive (named) Independence, Liberty and Democracy
for El Salvador."
In Mexico City, Stone held separate tal]cs with President Miguel de
Ia Madrid and Foreign Minister Bernardo Sepulveda about his meeting
last week with Salvadoran rebels in
Costa Rica. He made no immediate
comment about the talks.
Mexico is the last of the four
member nations of tbe Contadora
peace group that Stone visited after
meeting with the rebels, He was returning to Washington Monday.

Reagan-

tMitWMM ti•rW.Id-•nd Y•l•

The Wilde Buntb Square Dan« Club
Albuquerque's gay .square dance dub will give a
free introductory dau (or UNM students at
tonight's theetii1_g _o( the tlay and Lesbian
Student Union (OLSV) of 7:30 p.m.I.,:Rooni 231
A-C in the NM Union. More information i!
nvaUable by catllng 266-361.$.

a~d infantry attack Sunday on the
city of 100,000 people, 66 miles east
of San Salvador, to start their offensive, and .claitned to have .killed or
wounded 300 government soldiers
before withdrawing.
The government said, however,
only six soldiers were killed and
another 35 woundeo;l. Independent
reports said 25 soldiers died and 50
others were wounded.There were no
reports on rebel dead in the San
Miguel attack,
Life had returned to normal Monday morning in San Miguel, amateur
radio operators in the city said.
The fighting was part of what the

UeUa SlAin• PI, .profeulorial buSiness:
frnl_ernlr)'1 Will hold tt mc:c.liilR for alllnlci'ested
!'ltU!.fCllf.!i tolilghl in Anderson Schoof of
Management kooth toj, More lntotfi1adon is:
avallnbleat 211·6$50 •

OPEN ll • 8
Wed. to 6
qi~Sed ~~n-~a_y ..
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1983 Keller Hall SeriesTo Present Musical Delights
Jly Marjorie Shapiro Stein
The 1983-84 Keller Hall Series
includes a cornucopia of musical delights from jazz b~nd~ to cho;al festivals. An astomsh1ng vancty of
soloists, ensemblqs and artists will
appear during this season.
Named for Walter Burrous Keller, a UNM music professor, the hall
is an enticing memorial, an attr~c
tion for the person who rarely n;s1sts
Jive music in intimate surroundmgs.
With its exquisite design and
small (325) seating capacity, Keller
Hall enhances audience/performer
rapport. Add acoustical excellence,
and it becomes an ideal place for the
music bufl' with a small budget and

WELL WOMEN CLINIC
Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,
VD Screening, Referrals.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT: 265·9511
107 Girard SE 87106

I
I

II
•
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"
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"
Keller Hall's Holtkamp organ
"
""
, • wide range of the literature in an hear organ concerts. The annual hours from the Baroque master's re': acceptable way," Selby said.
''
Audiences often fill the hall to

As Albuquerque National Bank, we built a solid reputation
~ow

we're carrying

on those same traditions of hospitality and convemence. under
a new name - Sunwest Bank.

A Helping Hand Statewide
Today the special kind of banking we deliver goes beyond
our cii.y limits. There are 66_ Sunwest_Bank o1fices across th_e
state, and as our customer, you'll receive a helprng hand at
each one. of them.

Your Time Is Here
For years we've been a member of New MexicQ;slargest banking
organization, respected for its high standards; one of eleven
banks now all with the same name- Sunwest Bank. Together.
We wiit continue the traditions which have brought excellence

Bach-A-Thon is an extravaganza for
Bach enthusiasts: 12 continuous

pertoire.
Also popular is the Keller Christmas Concert featuring the UNM
orchestra and choruses. Entitled
''The Many Moods of Christmas,''
this special event will be held at the
end of November.
There are many other scheduled
events from which to choose, ranging from percussion performances to
trumpet solos.
Many concerts are free, others arc
modestly priced ($1 to $5). A special discount book is also available - any 10 ~oncerts in the series
of 22 for $10.
Performance calendars listing all
events in the 1983-84 series are
available in Popejoy Hall, Room
1105.
The series began Sept. 1. The
second concert will take place at 4
p.m. Sept. 18. A UNM special program, it will feature four artists playing works of Rebecca Clarke and is a
scholarship benefit.

Season Passes
Now Available
Student subscribers to the Best
of Broadway and International
Theater Series, sponsored by the
Cultural Program Committee of
Associated Students of the University of New Mexico and the
Graduate Student Association,
may pick up their season passes
now at the Popejoy Hall Box
Office ..
The first program on the series
is the colorful, exciting and witty
"Ballets Jazz de Montreal."
This show will be held at 8:15
p.m. Sept. 20 in Popejoy HalL
Students must present a current, validated fall semester I. D.
and pay whatever balance, if any,
is due in order to receive their
seating passes, good for aU programs and dates listed on the back
of the cards.

Also in: Santa Fe, ~spanola,

Las Cruces;

Raton, f:roswell, Clovis, Hobbs,

Silver City
member FDIC

by state fegulatilln·,

It is a superb combination of
blues/jazz and the electronic rock of
David Stewart. The soul music influence is very apparent in the song
"The Walk," adding depth to the
sometimes shallow structure of electronic music.
But even without the blues/jazz
influence, the Eurythmics arc able to
make many sounds with the use of a
synthesizer. "Sweet Dreams" and
"Love Is A Stranger" are samples
of this simple, yet enticing style.
Gookin' on the Roof: Roman
Holliday (Arista Records) - What
the Stray Cats are to the revival of
rock-a-billy, Roman Holliday is to
the revival of '40s swing. Cookin
on' the Roof will make you forget
about drugs, alchotml and sex and
have you investing in jitterbug lessons in no time at all.
This cont~gious, toe-tapping, finger-snapping album gets its influence from !he World War If era of
sailors and the Andrew Sisters.
The seven-member English group
definitely had movement in mind
when they made this album. Trumpets, saxophones and' a Hlophone ·
arc used to bring this point home.
Although some people may gel
bored with the repetition in sound,
most will find themselves bouncing
along with the inusic.
*Emotion: DFX2 (MCA Records) - Singles have always been
the dangling carrot record companies use to get people to buy
albums. Usually the single is exceptional, but unfortunately the rest of
the album isn't. And when the
album is an EP, it usually means the
group has been pushed to get some
kind of recording released for the
buying public.
Emotion is a good example of
what can happen when a group tries
to build an album around a single.
Although "Emotion'' is a good cut,
the rest of the album is considerably
lacking.
Lead singer Douglas Parage,
whose voice is similiar to Kim
Karnes', is able to make his

*

• Plan your own schedule;
procee~ at your own pace
• Use freetlmeto your
ildvantage. We're avallabled
days, evenings, or weeken s
according to eac~ cepler's
schedule. No loss of study
lime wheil working out of
town. (Transfers available lo
ally ofourover 105 centerS In
the U.S. and abroad.)

23 Albuquerque Offices

beFioSlt~ rnav bo riuide only at Suil'west
Silh k offlc-ot withii'l your ·own county;

strained-vocal sound work in the & the Attractions (Columbia Re·
&ingle, but is unable to duplicate that cords) -lmp!!rial Bedroom, Elvis
success in the rest of the EP.
Costello'.s 1982 offering, was a brilThis album places DFX2 with so liant albumo Shifting restlessly bemany other groups hitting the mar- tween pop charm and melancholy
ket today - not bad, but nothing menace, the band sounded alive
special. The music is muddy and in with new ideas.
need of cleaning.
So, what happened? Why does
But the album does show prom- Punc:h the Clock sound so flat and
ise, especially in the guitar playing out of gear?
of both Farage and twin brother
Sure, some of the hooks are tasty
David. It suggests that if given the enQugh. And Costello fans will entime and direction, DFX2 could joy most of side one, But here Cosstandoutinthecrowd.- By Lydia tello, master of the pop song, rePiper
treats behind his formulas, drown* Punch (he Clock: Elvis Costello ing out emotions with cute riff~.

'

for quality banking over the years.

Farmington~

Sweet Dreams Are Made of
Tllis: Eurythmics (RCA Records) - A few months ago, MTV
introduced a video by the Eurythmics of the song "Sweet Dreams
Are Made of This." The incredible
voice of lead singer Annie Lennox's
cold, steady style sends chills up the
spine, leaving one with a desire to
hear more of this self-assured sound.
The album Sweet Dreams Are
Made of This satisfied my craving - for now. The music is a fresh
departure from the David Bowie
sound-alikes currently bombarding
the airwaves.
·

.'

A New Name For Excellence

Galfup,

*

I

s==~~ST BANK

to New Mexico banking.

Eurythmics, Talking Heads, Other New Albums Prove Pleasing;
Creatures, DFX2, Costello, Roman Holliday Releases Reviewed

I

large appetite for delicious offer,
ings.
The 12th series presents music in
many categories, including such diverse pr(lsentations as bands, early
music ensembles, guest artists,
and - as always - a special list of
faculty soloists.
·
Keller Hall's unique Holtkamp
organ ''has an architectural display
of2,741 pipes in asymetric/geometric shapes," said Wesley Selby,
professor of otgan and theory,
"lt was built by the Holtkamp
Company of Cleveland, Ohio, in
J 967 and is now worth nearly
$350,000. It is intended to be eclectic, to play most works of a different
century. This instrument does a

ADORTION AND PREGNANCY
TESTING CLINIC'S

(.

II, New

Makers ·Of Handmade
lndiarf Jewelry
0

!·~~
CEHJi;fl

-'r.lf Prtplrlllltlon' SDtclallib
Sind 1938

Fo; tnformailon, Pl•lae Citfl;

265-2524

•

Even Steve Nieve's clever
keyboards cannot mask the wooden
arrangements, excessive hom play
and general lack of freshness of
Punch the Clock.
There are highlights. The song
"Shipbuilding" is great and "Let
Them All Talk" and "The Greatest
Thing" are pretty good. But let's
hope for a li tt!e more punch next
time around.
Speaking in Tongues: Talking
Heads (Sire Records) - "I'm an
ordinar~.guy ... Burnin' down the
house ...
Hardly. ''Ordinary guys'' don't

*

make dynamic music like this.
Like the I andmark Rem ain in
Light, Speaking in Tongues is a
bold, if less gloomy, step across the
funk line into the rhythmic realm of
African-derived music. Shining patterns of beat and fiery layers of
keyboard and guitar coloring pervade !!tis record, making it the dance
album of the year.
After projects outside the group
fermat, the T-Heads have recombined with a renewed vigor and lots
of fresh ideas of how to fit the pieces
together.
continued on page 12
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Quere/le Disappointing;
Plot Sinks into Obscurity
By Rena DiStasio
It is a shame Rainer Werner Passbinder, a director who possessed an
incredible visual s..ty]e, so often let
his characters and plots sink into
obscurity. His last film, Queret/e,
adapted from Jean Genet's nove]
Quere/le de Brest, is no exception.
Glorious sunsets, smokey bordellos and eerie harbors, all beautifully
photographed, are the only interesting aspects of a film otherwise tedious and bloated with melodrama,
The film is narrated by Lt. Seblon
(Franco Nero), the commanding
officer of the ship Vcnqeur. Seblon
is desperately in love with one of the
sailors on board, a young man
named Querelle (Brad Davis),
whose exceptional beauty spellbinds
both men and women.

li1fmoyiel
LLI._Rev•ewJ
Brad Davis stars as Querel/e, Jean Genet's lethally-beautiful sailor in R. W. Fassbinder's final
film, Querelle, released by Triumph Films, a Columbia•Gaumont Company.

When Venqeur docks at Brest,
Querelle goes ashore to sell a large
cache of opium. The man with
whom he must deal is Nona (Gunth-

Entertainment Survey 1983·84
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this questionnaire. The ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee has designed this in an effort to better serve the entertainment needs of the
university community. We welcome your input and involvement in future PEC activities. You
may contact us at Suite 245 of the SUB or call us at 277-5602
Age

How many years have you attended UNM?
What types of entertainment events llave.•you. attended in the past year?

Have you been satisfied with the entertainment available to date?
If not, please explain

What types of music are you most interested in (please rank in order of preference)?

D Country Western
D Jazz

D Rhythm and Blues
D New Wave

D Rock

D Disco

0 Soul
0 Other (please specify)

Would you patronize other forms of entertainment such as:

D Comedians?
D Mime acts?

D Dance (jazz, ballet, folk, etc.)?
D student pub (open evenings and weekends)?

What groups (local and national) would you like most to see?

er Kr1ufmann), a huge, threatening
pimp who bartends at La Feria, a
brothel overlooking the harbor.
La Feria is owned by Nona's
wife, Madame Lysiane (Jeanne
Moreau), who is also the lover of
Querelle' s brother Robert (Hanna
Posch[).
Each of these charactr-rs is immediately attracted to Qucrelle but,
because his actions are so meaningJess, their desires are more comical
than touching,
Querelle is not, as Seblon keeps
telling us, noble and intricate, but
simply lifeless.
Early in the film, he slits the throat
of his smuggling partner Vic. The
murder occurs suddenly and inexplicably, and like the rest of this
film, only serves to further blur our
understanding of Querelle's motives.
Fassbinder is so concerned with
Querelle's beauty and alienation that
he never reveals the spirit and purpose behind either the man or the
movie, Ultimately, both sink beneath the weight of their own
obscurity.

Releases-

continued from page 11
"Swamp" has a gravelly bounce
that was missing on Remain in
Light. "Pull Up the Roots" cruises
along with characteristic Heads' intensity, while "Home (Naive
Melody)" reverts to a whimsical,
hearty vein. Greater attention to the
mesh of moods around David
Byrne's strong hooks makes this
album sparkle.
•Feast~ The, ~seatp.r~. (Wond~r;
lanci!J>ofydor, London) -WOW!
Anyone who has heard England's
Siouxsie & the Banshees knows of
their unique and intriguing approach
to rock. Two membersofthatgroup,
singer Siouxsie Sioux and drummer
Budgie, took a vacation in Hawaii
recently. There they bopped into Sea
West Studios, Oahu, and came out
with ... whal?
Siouxsie and Budgie pick you up
and drop you on a tropical island at
dawn - the ocean on the shore, a
distant person blowing a conch
shell, the sounds of thejungle.
The range of emotions here is impressive - from mysterious to gay
to cacophonous to solemn. This is
simply a stunning record to hear and
assimilate. - By Carl Davila
C 'nes.e Cu lure Cenf)ter
.

Tai Chi,
KungFu

•

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
3015 Centrai.N.E,
Albuquerque, N.M.
Nnt To Lobo Thuler
CaUUS-7023

I~
KINKO'S
Suggestions and comments

Low Prices
No Minimum

e

Open Seven Days

I

Lobos Beat
WAC Foe in
First Game

I.I
r.
'

By Eric Maddy

•

•

Wben good special team play is
added to solid offense and hardhitting defense, the result is usually
a winning football team.
Such was the case Saturday night
at University Stadium, when the
University of New Mexico Lobes
defeated Utah 17-7 to get a leg up on
the Western Athletic Conference
race.
The Lobos, who tied a school record by winning their seventh consecutive game dating back to. last
year, came through on t[)e specialty
teams (punts, kickoffs, field goals
and extra points.) Lobo bead coach
Joe Lee Dunn, admittedly worried
by that unit going into the opener,
said at his weekly press conference
Monday he was pleased by the work
of the Lobo special .teams. ,
"I was suprised and pleased with
our kicking game," he said. "I
didn't think we would be that good. I
watched them every day during
practice and scrilllmages, and we
were not very impressive."
Late arriving fans missed the
longest run of the night when Rodney Coles returned the opening kickoff 97 yards for an apparent touchdown, Although the play was called
back because of a clipping penalty,
it seemed to set the tone for the
game. UNM was able to make the
big plays and Utah wasn't.
Buddy Funck's debut as a starting
quarterback began with another big
play, when freshman Ken Whitehead hauled in a long pass along the
sidelines for a 46-yard yard gain.
The Utah defense, which played va- "'
liantly all night, stiffened and forced
the Lobos to punt.
The 29,161 fans, the second
largestcrQwd in Lobo history, had to
be taking a collective deep breath
when freshman Ron Keller prepared
for his first punt. Dunn had publicly
said all through fall camp the kicking game was not up to par.
Keller booted the ball only 29
yards, but Dunn and the crowd
couldn't have been happier. Several
Lobos surrounded the ball and
downed it on the 2-yard liner Keller
average 41. 8 yards per kick, and
would have averaged 43.8 if the first
kick had not lowered his average.
Keller also booted a 69-yarder out at
the 2 in the first quarter.
"We never had good field position," said Utah head coach Chuck
Siobmt. "When you look up and
have to go 70 yards to score, it
makes it a lot more difficult."
"Coach Dunn kind of got down
on us during practice," Keller said.
"Joe Bibbo, Bill Bell and I have just
been trying to improve~"
All three Lobo kickers contri·
buted to the win. All of Bell's kick·
offs sailed into the end zone and the
one Utah returned went only 19
yards. Bibbo made both pf his extra
point attempts atld one of two field
goal tries.
The Lobo offense rolled up 274
yards on the ground against the
Utes, Who led the WAC in defense
last season. "If you look at the best
teams in the country, very few make
it on the passing attack," Dunn said,
•'The teams that win consistently arc
basically running teams.
"We showed flashes of being a
continued on page 14

Get down tO business faster.
.. -· ..... -·· With the.BA-35.
If theres one thing business
calculatioas, amortizations
A powerful combination.
students have always needed, and balloon payments.
Think business. With
this is it: an affordable, busi·
The BA-35 means you
the BA-35 Student ..f;s
ness-oriented calculator.
spend less time calculating,
Business Analyst.
The Texas Instruments
and more time learning. One
BA-35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place
Analyst.
of many,
rts built-in business
The calculator is just part
Creating useful products
formulas let you perform
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
complicated finance,
a book that follows most
accounting and statistical
business courses: the Business
functions - the ones that
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books, to help you get the most out
like present and future value of calculator and classroom.
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Lobo X-Gountry
To Return with
All-Americans

continued from page 13
very, very good offensive football
team," he said.
Michael Johnson and Willie Turral showed more than flashes of their
running skills. Johnson gained 85
yards on l 7 carries and Willie Tural
made his bid to crack the starting
lineup by gaining 77 yards on just
eight attempts,
Funck gave the Lobos the lead for
good with his b~st carry of the night
when he evaded several Utah tacklers en route to a 53-yard touchdown. Funck also completed four of
eight passes for I 05 yards.
"The offensive line played great.
I just can't say enough about them,"
Funck said. "1 think the blg thing
was that we didn't give up any fumbles. That's very good for a triple
option team in their first game.''
Dunn was not as lavish in his
praise of the line after looking at the
game films. "Offensively, we missed a few assignments and made a
few bad reads," Dunn said. "We've
got to gel better protection for the
quarterback."
Dunn also said the defensive line
should improve. "We could have
sacked their quarterback a bunch if
we had turned the right way a couple
ofmoredmes," he said. "It's something that is taught but they still
didn't do it. We chased him all day
long."
Funck and freshman defensive
lineman Fred Mady were nominated
for WAC players of the week.
Mady, in his first game in a Lobo
unifonn, made 10 solo tackles and
was in on three others. Mady, who
also does double duty as the deep
snappet on extra points, field goals
and punts, "was perfect" in his
added chore, Dunn said.

Mady also made one quarterback
sack and tackled Utah quarterback
Craig Stevens for a loss early in the
third quarter when the Utes were
driving for a go-ahead score. Utah
had to settle for a field goal attempt
after Marly's tackle, which went
wide to the right, and the Utes never
threatened again.
Mady tied for the team lead in
tackles with with senior defensive
end Jimmie Carter, who made seven
tackles himself and assisted on six
others, Carter, named to the WAC
first team defense for the past two
years, stopped Utah's option play by
stringing it out most of the night.
But it wasn't as easy as it might
have looked. "That quarterback
(Stevens) played like he had eyes in
the back of his head," Carter said.
"It seemed like we were just ready
to tackle him and he wa~ someplace

we missed too many tackles. Offensively, we threw a lot of balls off the
receivers' hands. I've never seen so
many balls off the receivers' hands
in my life.
"Stevens was under a lot of
duress," Stobart added. "New

Mexico stopped our ground game
cold. It was absolutely nil, nothing.
I was very displeased and disappointed. I thought we'd do a better
job, but we're having the same problem we did last yea~- we're not
scoring enough points,"

Extra Points: The Lobos have
won only seven games in a row one
other time - during the 19:27-28
seasons. The Lobos went 11 games
without a loss during the 1903-05
seasons, but that streak included two
ties ...

else."

Stevens, making his first collegiate start, was impressed by the Lobo
defense. "We prepared very hard
for !hem," said the junior quarterback, who suffered a four-inch cut
·On his right hand during-the game.
"They have a tough, quick defense.
I've never seen anything like that
defense before.''
"The critical plays happened in
the third quarter when we had a man
open on the reverse {wide receiver
Joe Tarver) and he was pulled down
from behind (by Carter.) If we had
scored there it would have been 14-7
Utah instead of the other way
around," Stobart said,
"New Mexico is a very quick
team, and we were very slow. We
looked like a freight train out there. I
couldn't believe we were that slow.
"Our defense was OK, but we
didn't make any crushing hits and

Lobo defensive end, Jimmie Carter, No. 49, pursues Utah quarterback Mark Stevens in the
third quarter of Saturday's game. Carter made 13 tackles in the Lobo's 17-7 win.

By Peter Spokus
University of New Mexic.o cross
country coach Del Hessel is optimistic about the upcoming season.
Hessel is confident .the Lobos will
have a good season but he said he
knows the University of Texas-El
Paso. W~stcrn Athletic Conference
Champions the last 10 years, will be
a strong contender in the conference.
"UTEP finished fifth in the nation last year and this year their en• tire team is returning,'' said Hessel.
"Two teams from the WAC will
be going to the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Championships in November, along with
six individuals from teams that
didn't qualify. With Texas-El Paso
being No. I, we will fight for the
second berth," said Hessel.
The Lobos have two AllAmericans returning this season,
Ibrahim Kivina and Ibrahim Hussein, and their experience should
help the Lobos challenge for the bid
to the championships.
The Lobos have made steady
progress in the WAC during Hessel's coaching career at UNM, His
first year, the Lobos finished in last
place, but the next season they
climbed to fourth in the conference.
The Lobos finished third in the
WAC last season and, with the entire squad returning, are expected to
improve even more.
The Lobos start the cross country
season Saturday with a meet in
Juarez, Mexico. The team has been
training for three weeks, running
more than I00 miles a week, and
Hessel said he feels the te.am will be
ready for Saturday's meet.
Hessel will be using his four
freshman in the lesser meets and
save the mote experienced and
stronger Iipper classmen in the point
meets.
"llook for one great performance
from each runner. I won't run every
runner in every meet because at
some meets, based on competition,
we won't need to run the two All·
Americans or some of the other upperclassmen," he s~d.

··Get to the answers faster.
With theTI-55-II.
What you need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering curriculum are more functions more functions than a simple
slide-rule calculator has.
Enter the TI-55-II, with
112 powerful functions. You
can work faster and more
accurately with the TI-55-11,
because it's preprogrammed

Floor Performe·r
Leaves Lobos
By Earl Jones
Even though University of New
Mexico women's gymnastics coach
Pete Langdon bas lost what he said
was his top floor performer, C)(_ndi
Backman, he said the team is still
strong and ready to make its mark.
Cyndi Backman had to leave
school for personal reasons, bui
Langdon said the team should do
well in spite ·Of the Joss.
Last year, Deneen Black and Tracy Kwiatkowski were both redshirts
and weren't eligible .for competition. Both will be able to compete
this. year, and Langdon said thai
along with Nikki Vrla, the three of
them should be able to compensate
for the loss of Backman.
Longdon said Kwiatkowski is a
potential 36-pointer. A 36-pointcr is
derived by multiplying the average
score offour events by the number of
the events. If a competitor had an
average score of9, multiplying it by
four would bring aboUt 36. According to Longdon, Black is approx•
imately a 35-pointer.
Langdon said Vrla, a freshman,
should do well, along With the rest of
the ieam.
''My kids care,'' he said .. ''They
want to do the skills they're capable
of doing."
Langdon said the team wants to
do well enough to stay in the top 20
and maybe even work their wa~ iii!O
thetop 10. The team goal, hesatd, IS
d4r.i:Qa.k¢.~\tJg;.t,bS•.Jml~011als...."_' "-' . ~ ' ',-li·.~

to perform complex calcula•
tions -like definite integrals,
linear regression and hyperbelies - at the touch of a
button. And it can also be
programmed to do repetitive
problems without re-entering
the entire formula.
Included is the Calculat.crr

Decision-Making Sourcebook.
It makes the process of using

the TI-55-II even simpler,
and shows you how to use all
the power of the calculator.
Get to the answers faster.
Let a TI-55-II
show you how.
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TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

C 1983 Texas· Instruments

Get The Answers Foster
With Texas Instruments Calculators
SALE
$30.00

Tl-30 SL~ Solor sdentific
Tl-35-11 Student Math Kit
Tl-55-11 Adv. Scientific w/Stat
TI~PROG LCD Programmer
TI-IIA55 l3ulslness Coltulator
TI-IIAII Business Analyst
Tl 5030 Desk Top Printing

2.'5.00
50.00
60.00
60.00
50.00
6().00

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

LIST
$26.95

19.95

~7 •.'50

54.00
54,00

39.95
49.95

Texas Instruments
Tl-35-11
Student Math Kit
A unique problem-solving
kft for todoy's
math studenrs
• 54 Functions
• Tl's AOS System
• 8-dlgit LCD
• Slim-line

Sole

INCORPORATED

Prices subject to change without notice

$19.95

~--------~------~

QUalitY products tot the World ot Science, EngineQtlng & ausin.ess,

Mall ~Phone Ordera
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GUITAR LESSONS. AI,L styles. Exact solo
and theory. You
Guitar Center, 143
Harvard SE. 265·3315.
tfn
DADYSITIING IN MY home, Near UNM. Jlave two
toddlers. Would like to care for one more. 262·0591.
9/7
::T::::H:::Ec-:CE=R::-V::-I·C;:7A7Lc-:C::-A:-:P:-:-is-a-;b-a-rr-:-ie-r-m-et-:-h-od-:-.-of::-:-b.irth
control. While under study by the FDA, the cap is
available locally, Call the New Mexico Women's Self·
Help Group 242·2402.
9/6
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/charts/graphs in
my home. Call The Other Office 884-.6564.
9/30
TYPIST: TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299·8970. 9/7
ACULEX WORn PROCESSING: Theses,, disser•
lations, tenn papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181.
12/12
BULIMIA TREATMENT PROGRAM. Help in
overcoming binge-vomiting/purging. Thursdays·
9/1~·10/20. 266-0459.
9/9
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, steriliU~tlon, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CONTACTS·POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich VIllage (Lennon Styles), gold
rlmlm. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaDelles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TF.STING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

----------------

~opying. Improvisation, r~adlng
d~sign your own program. Marc's

Classifieds get results.
Check it out today.

Place your classified ad to-

day at 131 Marron Hall.
Deadline is 1 p.m. the day
before insertion.

--------------······················~

Las Noticias

Dm.LY DANC't:CLASSES: B~glnnlng week of Sept.
12. Plcu.1e call Mary Ann Khanlain for Information,
o~wu.

W9

WOMEN'S CITY SOCCER- three divisions. W~
haven team for you! :265·1470. Please keep trying.
9/8
S'fl!Dl•<NT
ORGANIZATION
RECHAR·
'rJo:JUNG/chartering
deadline
- Wcdnc~day,
September 14. Check with Stud~nt Activities Center.
9/14
Rooml06, NM Union. 277-4706.
Cr.t/111 MEETING'/ EVENT'/ Advertise in Lus
Noticin~. Only I 0 cents per word per Issue for UNM
department~ and orgnni~atlons.
tfn

Personals

Housing

TO JtAINJIOW I.OUJE: Sheeps meadow. Lena.
9/6
CAM M.: CIII·O'S are cool, but you're a jewel
anmngjcwcls! XXOO.
916
AU. TUE ATO'S have srmles tln their faces because
the 11wcsome Kappa women are conung to New Wave
with them. Thursday9t8183.
917
VOll ARt: Sl!('IJ an npp:nllng turn on, politician
Ri~n. Love. Ru~ty.
9/6
IIATJU;AXt~ WAR.
9/9
MAKE ('ONlACT wrm that special someone or
frwnd1 an<! family. l'lnce n per$onalrncssage in the
.;Jnllified; today. Deadline: I p rn. the day before
iw.w10n. 111 Marron HalL
tfn

MATURE CHRISTIAN FEMALE: S)lare two-bdrm
house near campus with female medical student.
$175/month, V. utilities. 268·7199.
9112
MALt:, NONSMOKER GRAD student to share nice
house. Utilities Included, $175. Plus DP. 268·6617.
9/12
I,OOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share four-bdrm
hou1e. $135 a month plus utilities. Two miles from
campus. Cnll242-6437, ask for Kent.
9/12
GltAD STUJ)ENT N~:~:os room for one year to
complete writing project. 247-8091,
9/6
WANTEIJ: FEMALE ROOMMATE for house In
North Valley. P rofesslonal man has four·bedroom
house with horses. Private bath. 898-4161 after 6.
Gradstudentpreferred.
9/8
EFFICIENCY $138, ALL utilllles paid. Four blocks
from UNM/TVI. Avnilable9·15·83. 883·1 145, 9/8
HOUSING NEEDED URGENTLY by graduate
student with two fixed adult cats. 983·2604 after 7
p.m.
9/6
AI'ARTMENT·MATF;: BEAUTIFUL, two bdrm,
two bath. Quiet non-smoking single or couple. 242·
7789.
9/6
STUDIO $120, EFFICIENCY $185, Furnished,
utilities paid. 842•6170.
919
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, .I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dllihwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243.2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment,1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 1.
persons, all utilities pllld, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnlshed·security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

Food/Fun
Tllf: MIXED Di\Ci offers you IO~'o discount
~turewide with thi5 nd only! 2210 Central SE, across
from l1NM, 268·8268. Now open Sundays 11·41
C'lllllC see u~!.
919
Lf: (iOURMET Rf;STAUltt\N'f- fine fooll with
good friend~ at uffordnblc prices. 412 San Pedro SE,
266·9696.
917
ATl'JCUS- liARD JUX:KIN' .dance band now
uvailnble to rock UNM parties. Call242·7102 or26S·
2360 for details.
9/12
"FOOJ)/fU N" IS a place for announcements or
restaurants, parties, food sales and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or emertalnment
Coday.
trn

Services
ONt: WORLn PRODUCnONS: Multi-track
recording and complete V. Inch ·video facility in the
northern mountains near Taos. Phone 758·31 56.
9/30
GET YOUR DODY and mind In shape at the new
Yoga Center. Just three blocks east of UNM on
C'entral. Offering classes In yogaerobics, Kundallnl
yoga, Iyengar yoga, prenatal yoga, meditation, Tal
Chi and ~fiddle Eastern dancing. 3213 Cerilral NE,
255·2900. Call today to register forfnll classes. 9/12
fRt:t:-J.ANCt: TYPING: Reports, essays, term
papers, etc. Neat University, professional quality,
reasonable rates. Cheryl, :243·3287.
919
CS 155 TUTORING AVAILABLE. Call Eric: 2772577.
9112
QUALITY TYPING. 1\fONTGOMERY·San .Pedro
area. 90 cents/page. 88!·6445.
10/4
T'AI CIUCII'UAN clas~esbeginningSept, 10. Yoga
Center, 3213 Central NE. SIS per month. Saturdays
It a.m.-12:30 p.rn.266-2129.
9/8
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
9/30
GUITAR I.ESSONS. ALL styles. Twenty-two years
teathing. John Mitchell268-0496.
9/19
MASSi\GE TIIERAPY. REST, relaxation. 822·
2728. Voice pager.
10/3
OVERWt:tGIIT7 NEED OVERWEIGIIT people for
an all-natural program (Herbalife). Call2S5·986ti or
265·9529.
917

WATE~ BED

$85 complete. Dresser$!5. 255·7590.
9!6
1975 CHE;VY NOVA. H11s new clutch and runs great.
$750 or best offer. Call 256·3370 !ifter4:00,
919
FOR SALE: l970 VW bug, Runs good, Call Bill after
S p.m. 344-7905.
9/8
ffiiicHEVY MALIBU Classic. Excellent condition.
266-4193,
9/7
COMPUTER STUPEN1S: TIRED of fighting the
crowds at the Computer Center? Get your terminals,
modems and micros at a discount. Call Thomas
Langford Information Systems at 842·9438.
917
HUGi\DLE, HEALTHY, HANDSOME Black
Labrador pups, AKC 150, Phone 842-0025,
9/7
RANDALL KICK WHEEL. Oo 0 d condition, $200,
268-1285.
9/6
'72 VW FASTBACK. Body o.k., interior fine, great
radials, shot engine. $700. 266-8~74,
916

Employment
KOn IS NOW considerlna Internships in our P.M.
Magazine for this semester. Contact: Robert
Mclnteer, 243·441J extension471. EOE, M/F, 9/12
COMPUTER SALES, PART·TIME resumes, 12 to 6
p.m. Suntec Computers, 1523 Eubank NE.
917
EXPERIENCED PROGRAMMER IN 6502
Assembly Language needed for systems programming, Full·time preferred, 268-0587 days !lnd
evenings.
9/9
WE'RE nOING RESEA.RCH on the Caribbe11n and
need two work·study students to help, 16·20 hours a
week at the Resource Center. Typing skills .necessary.
Call266·5009.
9/8
OFFIO:/BOOKKEEPING POSffiON now open at
the Daily Lobo. Good experience for resumes, Must
be work·study qualified and able to work rues/Thurs
mornings. Ability to handle fast-paced, environment
also necessary. Apply at 131 Marron Hall. Ask for
Maryann.
9/9
MUSICIANS, ENTERTAINERS, PERFORMERS
are needed for fall s~hedule at UNM! Contact
ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee
Noontime. Suite 24S Union Bldg. 277-4660.
9/9
DIUGHT, ENTHUSii\S'rJC, DEDICi\TED
graduate or undergraduate chemistry, physics,
history and Spanish tutors - must be work-study
cleared or eligible for Fall1983. Contact Be a at UNM
Upward Bound Program, 277·3506, at 2013 Mesa
Vista Hall,
917
WORK·STUDY POSITIONS open now! Qualified
students should apply to ASUNM Popular Enter·
talnment Committee Noontime. Suite 245 Union
Bldg, 277-4660.
9/8
PAitT·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old, Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday night!. Apply In person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at5516 Menaul NE and
5704 LomasNE.
9/16

THE MIXEP BAG offers you IO"lo discount
storewide with this ad only! 2210 Central SE, acro~s
from UNM, 268-8268. Now open Sundays 11·41
Come see us!.
9/9
WANTED: WOMEN'S tO-SPEED bicycle. 292·
6388.
917
EXAM NERVES? "THE Exam :>ecret" by Dennis
Jackson shows you the secret of passing exams, !-low
to recognize trick q11estions and. study snort cuts,
Every page contains new ideas. Only $4 post-paid to
your door. Quik·Ship, P.O. Box 36085,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87176.
9/7
UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS Polley: I) You must

Wagon Wheels

Square Dance Club
Thursdays 7-9pm
Beginners Welcome! 50¢
SUB Room 231

Let your family know
what's happening on campus
without writing a letter.

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions

Only 10.00
Per Year

Travel
ADVER'nSE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
in the Dally Lobo.
tfn

Marron Hall Rm. 131

Lost &Found
LOST: BLUE J)AYPACK, calculator, books, check·
book, Reward, Nlck266-S284. ·
9/7

or send 10.00 to:
UNM .Box .20, Univ. of N.M.
Albuquerque,N.M. 87131

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

MOVING, MUST SELL 1975 Honda CVCC. Asking
SJ4SO, 265·1641.
9/19
MANX XITTENS AND cats for sale. Also, Great
Pyrenees dog for adoption. Cal1869-2925.
9/6
1978 IIONDA MOPED Includes baskets, helmet and
oil. $27$. Cai1292·S433 after 6:30 p;m.
9/12
1919 DODGE OMNJ, Four-speed std. trans., AM
radio, above avg condition, low mileage, $2800. C~ll
11 a.m.-2p.m.orafter5p.m.2S$-493J,
9/9
AVE-PIECE ASTRO drumset, zildjlan and palste
cybals. 244-_4699. _ _
919

~ll{[!'ONq
U~EDJ300Kj

~ REtOI\l>J
13q HARVARD

G

~tJFMJIN~)

••:~1' '~
ARMY·NAVY GOODS
p

OPE:N 7 DAYS
:Lb6·7.:Z.O'I

~E.

504 YALE $E

265-7777

MOTHER NAT

Bright Future Futon Company
• a collage i"dustry •
2424 Garf1eld Avenue SE
Albuquerque. NM 87106
{505} 268-9738

255-7640

r-------~--~--,
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Miscellaneous

have your sales receipt! 2) Last day to return fall texts
is Sept. 10. 3) Books must be in original condition as
purchased, 4) You must have your I,P.
9!9
ARE YOU A college graduate in need of a new car or
truck? Exciting news: Galles Chevrolet (1601 Lomas
NE, 766-6800) will finance a new vehicle with a
minimum down payment. No credit necessary. See
Joe Parea at G~lles Chevrolet,
916
PICTURE FRAMING, PRY mouming, glass; mats
and more, Student discount. Frame Craft, 4521
Central NE, 256-0779.
9119
CI,ASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS, Place your ad
today, 131 Marron Hall,
tfn

For Sale

100% hand-crafted coHon futons

lr.=..~-

FOUND; MALE; "RETRIEVER''·typc: dog. Light
tan coloring. To claim, call293·2500.
9/9
LOST: RED LAW book in M.J-1. Reward. Call298·
9980, Mike.
9/8
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn

I

I~ . Ha;~atd ~

Clty ·~ s
I
II1&2ASlices
of Cheese Pizza 1
Large Soft Drink 1.90 1
or Cen1tal

L __eo=~~z.:~o~!!i---- ..J

hours:
9am to
9pm
closed
Sunday
Central se

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army1 it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full--fledged member of out
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE AI LYOU CAN BE.

ACROSS
1 Edenite
5 Vassal
10 In a line
14 Instrument
15 Virile chaps
16 "-leRoi!"
17- pas
18 All-square
20 Concede
22 Bank abbr.
23 Together:
2words
24 Was concerned
26 Dance
27 Was furious
30 Skunk
34 Rang out
35 Of the USSR
36 Baseball stat.
37 Hostile
38 Decease
40 Wander
41 Golf peg
42 esne
43 Conceive
45 Partners
of stars
47 United
48 Sedan
49 Greek letter

50 Yelled
53 Shack
54 Duck
58 From now on
61 Tradition
62 Pilaster
63 Horatio64 Corrupt
65 Hinddeck
66Agegroup
67 Refuse
DOWN
1 Code for "A"
2 Pair
3 Plant genus
4 Calexico's
"mate"
5 That girl
6 Assessed
7 Modify
8 Way out
9 Being
10 Get even
11 Shatter
12 Kitchen unit
13 Betake
19 Works hard
211nsipid
25 Alberta city:
2words
26 Kidding
27 Footwear

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

28 Doctrine
29 Feaster
30 Place
31 Yugoslavian
32 Lessen
33 Scheduled
35 WW-11 heroes
39Vetch
40 Sold at list
42 Garden tool
44 Roof
46 Polar - 47 Feline

49 Billow
50 Fellow
51 Gambling
city
52 Preposition
53 Golf unit
55 Peace sym~
bol
56 Colleen's
name
57 Lean (on)
59 Chubby
60 Time pers.

